I remember when I was little we were a happy family. Until a day in the car
dad hit mom and that day violence got in my life, the love and the
happiness died and today I think I’m feeling it again but the shadow of my
bad father and my dead uncle that got shot is still bothering my conscious
and violence laughing and laughing because he thinks that is never going to
end. But I hope one day the sun will shine and the love and happiness will
rule and violence will never come back again.

I don’t know why violence is always getting in my life for no reason. He got
into my father and hurt my mother. I would like to say that I would like to
be like my father some day but nobody whose mind is working would like
to have violence as your friend. My uncle got shot six times and he was
innocent. Violence just gets into my life without even asking. Most of the
times he leaves a pain deep in your heart that never leave and I would like
that to stop.

Violence now decided to affect youth that are not even suppose to think
about violence. One of the main causes of youth violence is bullying. Just
because a kid likes to do well in school bullies don’t have to bully him
instead they should copy what he does so in the future the can become
better people. In my school there is a fight monthly and that has to stop.
Many kids think that because they are not eighteen they can't do anything to stop youth violence but in reality they can. People say that Facebook is bad but if you use it for the right cause like updating positive statuses, or talk to your people about being good. Trust it works because I have done it.

You can have youth meetings to see how to prevent youth violence.

In conclusion, violence affects many people and takes away many lives. With the help of everyone violence will stop and will not affect anyone again. People will act better and as I said in the beginning the sun will shine and the shadow of all the violence that makes us sad will die.